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Fast, Interactive Worst-Case Execution Time
Analysis With Back-Annotation

Abstract—For hard real-time systems, static code analysis is
needed to derive a safe bound on the worst-case execution time
(WCET). Virtually all prior work has focused on the accuracy
of WCET analysis without regard to the speed of analysis. The
resulting algorithms are often too slow to be integrated into the
development cycle, requiring WCET analysis to be postponed
until a final verification phase.
In this paper we propose interactive WCET analysis as a
new method to provide near-instantaneous WCET feedback to
the developer during software programming. We show that
interactive WCET analysis is feasible using tree-based WCET
calculation. The feedback is realized with a plugin for the Java
editor jEdit, where the WCET values are back-annotated to the
Java source at the statement level. Comparison of this treebased approach with the implicit path enumeration technique
(IPET) shows that tree-based analysis scales better with respect
to program size and gives similar WCET values.
Index Terms—Real time systems, performance analysis, software performance, software reliability, software algorithms,
safety

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

ARD real-time and safety-critical computer systems
have to fulfill strict timing guarantees. Missed deadlines
may have catastrophic consequences. To verify that all deadlines are met, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of all
tasks needs to be known. WCET places an upper bound on
the execution time of a given software task. The idea behind
WCET is to make timeliness a property that can be formally
verified through code analysis, rather than simply measured
through experimentation. It yields a provably correct bound
rather than an educated guess.
Most WCET related research has been devoted to improving
the accuracy of WCET estimates, which by definition are
conservative in nature. The literature attacks the problem by
modeling the lengthy pipelines [1], multi-level caches [2],
memory hierarchies [3], branch target buffers [4], and other
sources of unpredictability in modern processors [5], [6].
Despite these efforts, WCET analysis is seldom performed
in industry or even ignored entirely [7], [8]. Formal tools
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Fig. 1.
This histogram of execution time for a fictional real-time task
illustrates the weakness of measurement when making claims of predictability.
Performance testing may produce a data distribution like the shown one here,
leading the developer to underestimate the maximum latency of the task.

and techniques for WCET analysis remain unattractive to
many practitioners. There remains a tendency to rely on
measurement and experimentation to make claims about a
system’s predictability. Measurements, however, can only imply predictability; they cannot guarantee it. Unexpected input
data encountered in the field could cause the algorithm to
react more slowly than was measured during testing, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. While this kind of verification may be
suitable for soft real-time systems, measurement is insufficient
when developing hard real-time and especially safety-critical
systems.
The question is why the research community has failed to
make WCET analysis techniques more attractive to industry
practitioners. This disconnect can be traced, at least in part,
to three specific weaknesses in state-of-the-art tools:
Slow performance Virtually all WCET tools focus on
obtaining tight bounds; the speed of computing the answer is
secondary. As a result, finding the WCET of a large program
may require hours or even days of CPU time [6]. Developers
are then compelled to postpone the WCET analysis until a
final verification step. However, fixing timing errors after the
code has been written is expensive, time-consuming, and may
necessitate a redesign of the system.
Low-level environments Current tools operate at a very low
level. They perform WCET analysis of the assembly code, and
there they stop. While the tool may provide a visualization of
the results, as shown in Fig. 2, understanding this visualization
requires understanding the assembly language of the target
processor. Should the processor change, the developer may
have to learn yet another assembly language. Furthermore,
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of a complete implementation, called Volta, that interactive
WCET analysis is feasible using tree-based WCET calculation,
even on a modern pipelined processor with caching enabled.
Volta performs WCET analysis of Java programs at bytecode
level and supports Java processors as target architecture. The
feedback is realized with a plugin of the Java editor jEdit,1
where the WCET values of each statement and compound
structure are back-annotated in the Java source. The tool has
played a role in the validation of spaceflight software, been
adopted for graduate coursework, and served as a platform for
other researchers developing new WCET analysis techniques.
The comparison of the tree-based approach with the implicit
path enumeration technique (IPET, described in Section IV-A)
showed that tree-based analysis scales better and gives similar
WCET values. With an artificial benchmark we observed an
analysis time of five hours with the IPET based analysis
compared to 1.6 seconds with the tree-based analysis.
II. I NTERACTIVE WCET A NALYSIS

Fig. 2. One of the most advanced tools for automated WCET analysis is
aiT. Despite its sophistication, aiT exposes much low-level detail, such as
the source code disassembly shown here. (Screenshot by AbsInt Angewandte
Informatik GmbH; used with permission.)

presenting analysis results at the assembly level can result in
information overload. There is often no need to expose such
a deep and complex analysis at the user interface level. In
practice, the developer only needs to know whether a program
meets its WCET requirements and, if not, where its worstcase paths lie in the source code. The individual machine
instructions are irrelevant.
No source code mapping Because virtually all WCET
analysis tools operate at such a low level, there is no link
between the tool and the original source code. The tools are
typically self-contained and exist separately from the source
code editor, forcing the developer to mentally map the jumble
of mnemonics and hexadecimal numbers back to the original
source language. This periodic switch between high-level and
low-level thinking not only hampers productivity but also
makes identification of the worst-case path overly difficult.
In short, current tools necessitate a slow, uncoupled style
of development, as there is no feedback during the implementation phase to indicate whether the code is meeting its
timing constraints. Recent studies have criticized this state of
affairs, noting that today’s tools demand too much manual
intervention [8].
In this paper we propose interactive WCET analysis as a
new method to make exploitation of timing analysis more
efficient. The novelty of the method lies in the provision of
near-instant WCET feedback to the developer during software
programming.
To make the technology of interactive WCET analysis feasible, we focused on selection of the right analysis algorithms
and on the properties of the target platform. We show by means

To resolve these shortcomings, we propose a new approach
that makes WCET analysis interactive. Instead of waiting until
the implementation is complete before starting timing analysis,
the approach incorporates knowledge of worst-case time into
every facet of development. It mandates that WCET analysis
be performed continuously and interactively from the moment
the first line of code is written.
This is a sharp contrast to the current model of developing
real-time systems, in which WCET analysis is performed
only at the verification stage. By integrating automatic WCET
analysis into the implementation process, the feedback loop
tightens, and verification of timeliness becomes faster and
simpler, as shown in Fig. 3. Because it offers the developer
knowledge of worst-case time as the code is written, the
benefits of interactive analysis are twofold. First, by helping to
identify and correct timing problems the moment they emerge,
deadline violations are no longer revealed late in a system’s
life cycle. Second, should the implementation later change to
fix a bug or add a new behavior, the impact of the change
on worst-time time can be seen instantly, without having to
perform an additional and separate verification step.
Fig. 4 shows one example of how the vision of interactive
WCET analysis works in practice. The text annotating the
right-hand side of each statement, as well as each function as
a whole, are called back-annotations. They indicate how much
time the statement consumes in the worst case (for a particular target processor). Because the WCET tool that inserted
these back-annotations supports interactive analysis, they are
updated in the background automatically and continuously, as
the code is written. These mechanics are similar in nature
to integrated development environments such as Eclipse [9],
in which a compiler runs concurrently in the background to
check source code for syntax errors as it is typed. In a similar
fashion, a WCET analysis tool, if sufficiently fast and imbued
with knowledge of the high-level source language, can run in
parallel with an editor to provide immediate feedback on the
worst-case behavior of the code.
1 http://www.jedit.org/
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Fig. 3. In the traditional approach to WCET analysis, the developer’s feedback loop is large due to the switching to and from a separate tool that may
require minutes or even hours to finish its work. Interactive analysis tightens this loop and shortens development time by making the WCET algorithms much
faster and integrating them into the development environment.

Fig. 5. This control system, consisting of a rotary encoder, pulse counter,
and real-time polling software, was assembled as a platform for hardware-inthe-loop experimentation with interactive WCET analysis.
Line 26

Line 33

Line 37

Line 44

Fig. 4. This screenshot shows an interactive WCET analysis of two alternative
implementations of adding an item to a buffer. The analyzer’s back-annotations
on lines 26 and 37 reveal which version offers better worst-case performance.
(For simplicity, the two functions are shown here as part of the same program,
but at run-time, only one will actually be invoked.)

This technique not only makes timing verification faster, it
can also eliminate mistakes that may arise from false intuition
on the part of the developer, thereby improving the worst-case
response time of the code. For example, one might expect an
append operation to be faster when performed on an array than
on a linked list, given that a linked list requires two pointer
operations for the insertion, while an array involves only a
single pointer copy. (Lines 33 and 44 of Fig. 4 supports this
assumption.) However, if an element must first be removed
to make room for the new one, the array will require the
additional step of shifting up to N − 1 elements, while the
linked list needs only a few extra pointer operations for the
removal. Therefore, two semantically identical functions may
have vastly different—and even counter-intuitive—worst-case
execution times, as shown on lines 26 and 37 of Fig. 4.

Interactive analysis brings this knowledge into the implementation phase, rather than postponing it until some separate
and final verification step, at which point acting upon it may
be too difficult or expensive.
As a representative demonstration of interactive analysis in a
real-world industrial environment, consider the case of polling
a sensor. Determining the maximum frequency at which the
sensor can be polled is a common task in real-time systems.
For example, a design requirement may state that the sensor
must be polled at 20 Hz, but how can one guarantee that the
time taken to read the sensor and process the result will be
sufficiently small to allow this sampling rate?
To show how interactive WCET analysis can solve this
problem, a simple control system was assembled, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. It consists of a DC motor that oscillates an axle
through a 90◦ sweep. Attached to this axle is an incremental
rotary encoder (quadrature type) that emits pulses as the
axle oscillates. A pulse counter then records these pulses
to determine the axle’s current position. Finally, real-time
software running on a Java processor, implemented on an
FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array), repeatedly polls the
pulse counter and stores each sample in an array buffer.
From a real-time systems perspective, the question is now
this: Can the software loop sustain a 20 Hz sampling rate in
the worst case? Such a question could be answered through
interactive WCET analysis without even assembling the hardware. As the screenshot of Fig. 4 has shown, on line 26, the
polling task requires 68 milliseconds of execution time, or a
maximum frequency of no more than 15 Hz. This is clearly
insufficient for the 20 Hz design requirement.
However, consider storing each sample in a linked list
instead of an array. Again, interactive analysis provides an
answer as soon as the code has been written, with no need
for a hardware-in-the-loop test or even a separate verification
step using an external tool. Fig. 4 shows (on line 37) that
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the loop’s WCET reduces to about 25 milliseconds, or a
maximum frequency of about 40 Hz. Therefore, the linked list
implementation is guaranteed to satisfy the 20 Hz constraint.
The key observations of this experiment are threefold. First,
knowledge of whether an implementation exceeds a realtime deadline constraint can be obtained without performing
any live tests. Second, interactive WCET analysis enables a
kind of “what-if” style of programming. A developer can
experiment with different implementations of a function and
quickly compare the impact on the WCET. And third, because
interactive analysis adjusts for changes to the code as they are
made, it can pinpoint exactly when an addition, no matter how
small, causes a deadline to be exceeded.
III. A P LATFORM FOR I NTERACTIVE A NALYSIS
Achieving this kind of interactivity requires a rethinking
of the established WCET analysis techniques. Instead of
emphasizing accuracy above all else, factors such as the speed
of the analysis and the ability to map the results to high-level
source code should be emphasized.
To that end, we developed a complete stack of tools and
libraries with which to explore this theme of interactivity.
Fig. 4, for example, is not a mock-up but an actual screenshot
of our WCET tool Volta. All of the techniques demonstrated
in this work have been implemented as a tool suite, complete
with unit tests and documentation, in a project called Volta.2
The entire Volta suite is published under an open-source
license,3 inviting critical comparison and making the reported
experiments repeatable. It is also built in a modular, extensible
fashion to facilitate future research. Volta currently consists of
the following components:
Cascade A hybrid of a decompiler and a control flow
analyzer, Cascade’s purpose is to generate a data structure—
either a control flow graph or a control flow tree—that is
suitable as the input to a WCET analyzer. It supports the
concept of source-annotated control flow information, which
is a prerequisite for mapping WCET analysis results to a highlevel source language.
Clepsydra Built on top of Cascade, the Clepsydra4 tool
performs the actual WCET analysis. It supports a plug-in
architecture (via the Strategy pattern) that allows analysis
algorithms, CPU models, and loop bound detectors to be
swapped cleanly at runtime. More importantly, Clepsydra
includes a novel WCET analysis algorithm that is sufficiently
fast for interactive analysis.
Canteen In hard real-time systems, general-purpose libraries pose a special problem, as they are designed with
average-case performance in mind. Canteen is a class library
that demonstrates how to write general-purpose, reusable code
that can still be analyzed by a WCET tool such as Clepsydra.
For the sake of brevity, however, Canteen will not be discussed
further; more information about it can be found in prior
work [10].
2 Named after the lake in Ghana, not the physicist from Italy. The nomenclature of Volta and its components—Cascade, Clepsydra, Canteen—is meant
to invoke the theme of a controlled flow of water.
3 Source code is available for download at http://volta.sourceforge.net/
4 A clepsydra is a clock that measures time by the escape of water.

To be sure, the goal of these tools and libraries to support
interactive analysis is both challenging and ambitious. Some
researchers have even argued that industrial-strength WCET
analyzers are simply too difficult to implement, largely due to
the increasing complexity of modern processors [11]. To make
the problem tractable, Volta operates under some simplifying
assumptions about the hardware and software under analysis.
A. Hardware Assumptions
From the hardware perspective, the modern microprocessor
alone is a major obstacle in WCET analysis. Architectural
advancements in processor design—long pipelines, branch
prediction, and complex multi-level caches—have focused on
making the average case as fast as possible. Unfortunately, the
shrinking of this average has not come without cost. While
average execution time may be low, its standard deviation
has grown, resulting in large worst-case times. Theoretically, a
highly sophisticated WCET analyzer could model the flow of
data through this CPU to predict a tighter worst-case time,
but this is a formidable task that is still an open area of
research [12]–[14].
Rather than fight the increasingly hard-to-predict behavior
of modern general-purpose processors, a new strategy is to
build WCET analysis-friendly processors [15]. The approach
is exemplified by specialized processors that understand Java
bytecode as their native instruction set [16]–[18]. These processors offer a clear advantage for WCET analysis: Running
bytecode directly on the processor eliminates the need for virtual machines and just-in-time compilation, making execution
time far less variable.
These characteristics make WCET analysis much less complicated while yielding a tighter bound at the same time. For
this reason, Volta assumes that the program under analysis will
execute on a Java-specific processor. It includes, by default, a
model of the Java Optimized Processor (JOP) [17], a fully
functional VHDL soft core that runs on several varieties
of off-the-shelf FPGAs. JOP has been used successfully in
commercial applications [19], [20]. Although Volta’s plug-in
capability allows future support for similar architectures, all
of the empirical results presented in this work were obtained
with JOP as the target.
Although moving to such a new and unusual architecture
may seem drastic, a questionnaire distributed to WCET tool
users in 2003 revealed that 75% of respondents would adopt
a processor with more predictability even if it meant a loss
in average performance [21]. Certainly, the most important
feature of a processor for hard real-time systems is not how
fast it can go but how much it can be slowed down by a series
of unfortunate events.
Furthermore, for the design phase, the main application
area of Volta, it might be appropriate to use conservative
approximations for the execution time of instructions to find
the WCET hotspots. Therefore, also more complex processors
can be used with fast WCET feedback. The final WCET
verification, where analysis time is not the main issue, then has
to be done with the more complex processor model. We are
considering this approach to integrate other Java processors,
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such as picoJava [16] and jamuth [22] into Volta. The idea is
to build (automatically) test programs, measure their execution
time, and then derive a timing model on the level of bytecode
instructions.

suite offers an alternative to the (control flow graph) CFG:
a control flow tree [33]. This data structure is similar to an
abstract syntax tree (AST), except it is “concrete” in that it
preserves all machine code, and allows for fast identification
of loop structures.

B. Software Assumptions
The tools and libraries in Volta analyze code written in Java.
This language has already been adopted for real-time projects
in industry and the military [23], [24], and it is becoming
a more common topic in real-time systems research [25]–
[29]. However, certain run-time characteristics of Java, such
as dynamic class loading, make Java more difficult than other
languages for conducting WCET analysis. Therefore, Volta
places the following constraints on the code under analysis:
• All loop statements must have bounded iterations that are
supplied as source code annotations [30].
• Recursive function calls, exception handling, dynamic
heap allocations, dynamic class loading, and dynamic
dispatch are prohibited. (A simple and safe, though
pessimistic, workaround is to select the maximum WCET
of all possible receivers.)
• Multithreading and interrupt handling are assumed to be
absent. However, concurrency could be achieved through
alternative techniques that are more WCET-friendly, such
as time-triggered scheduling [31].
• The control flow graphs produced by the compiler are
assumed to be reducible, which should always be the case
given that there is no goto statement in the Java source
language.
These requirements may seem exceedingly strict, but they
are not uncommon in hard real-time systems, where timing
guarantees are more important than speed and flexibility.
For instance, industry guidelines for safety-critical software
impose similar limitations on developers [32], and modern
WCET tools typically do not support dynamic memory management functions and require manual annotations when a loop
bound cannot be automatically determined.
Furthermore, the limitations have not prevented Volta’s use
in various settings. For example, it has been applied in NASA’s
Integrated Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) program for
WCET analysis of Bayesian verification algorithms. It was a
topic of study in a master’s course at the Delft University
of Technology. And other researchers in the field, working
independently, have extended Volta to support new abilities,
such as incremental analysis and recursion.5 Overall, Volta’s
restrictions provide a reasonable tradeoff between analysis
results and analysis efforts.
IV. ACHIEVING FAST, I NTERACTIVE WCET A NALYSIS
With these assumptions, the foundation for constructing an
interactive WCET analysis tool is in place. The next step is to
produce a data structure expressing the order of execution of
individual statements—that is, the control flow. The Volta tool
5 Kevin Buell and James Collofello. “Worst-Case Execution Time Analysis
of Incremental Changes to Recursive Methods,” in the 3rd NASA Formal
Methods Symposium (in submission).

A. Longest Path Computation in WCET Analysis
Finding an upper bound on the execution time of a task is
normally broken down into three sub-problems: control flow
reconstruction, low-level analysis, and longest path computation. Cascade already handles the first problem.
The second problem, also known as execution time modeling, assigns to each basic block in the control flow an
execution time. The amount must be derived from a model of
the target processor. With the assumption of Java processors,
the problem reduces to summing the cycle count for each
bytecode instruction in isolation. This is possible because
most bytecodes have a best-case execution time that is identical to their worst-case execution time, without any pipeline
dependencies between them. On the JOP, for instance, the
cycle count of the GETSTATIC bytecode instruction is always
12+2rws , where rws is the number of wait states for a memory
read. Almost all bytecode timings can be computed with a
simple formula such as this, and therefore execution time
modeling is not an impediment to fast, interactive analysis.
There remains, however, the final step of WCET analysis:
the actual search for the longest path. It can be mapped
to a well-known problem from graph theory: Finding the
maximum flow through a single-source, single-sink directed
acyclic graph. The graph in this case is the control flow graph
of a computer program, and the flow capacity of an edge is
the instruction time of a basic block.
Implicit Path Enumeration Technique: The common approach to search the longest path is the implicit path enumeration technique, or simply IPET [34]. In IPET the maximum
flow is defined with constraints on the legal flow through the
graph [35]. The paths through the graph are never actually
explored; they are derived implicitly from the constraints, thus
giving the method its name. Accounting for a loop is simply a
matter of adding an additional constraint to bound the amount
of flow—that is, the number of iterations—through the loop.
IPET based WCET analysis tools commonly create linear flow
constraints, which allows integer linear programming (ILP) to
solve the constraint system. IPET is today the most commonly
employed longest path search algorithm in WCET tools, both
commercial and academic, including Bound-T [36], aiT [37],
and Chronos [38].
B. Rethinking the Longest Path Problem
Despite the sophistication and variety of these tools, they
all suffer from a common weakness: Little or no attention is
given to improving the speed of analysis, only its accuracy. In
fact, IPET can be quite slow; it is an NP-hard problem whose
running time grows exponentially with the input size. This
slothful performance makes IPET impractical for the kind of
interactive analysis we envision.
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IPET is not the only means of finding the longest path
through a program, however. A tree-based approach, also
known as the structural approach, was the basis of the very
first implementations of WCET analysis [33], [39]. It operates
by recursively descending the nodes of a program’s control
flow tree, returning the execution time for each node. When
the algorithm encounters a new node, it decides how to
compute the WCET based on the node’s type. For straightline code, the time to execute each instruction is simply
summed. For branches (if and switch statements), the path
whose execution time is highest—the “worst” path—is taken
as the total time. For loops, the maximum number of iterations
is simply multiplied by the WCET of the loop’s body. The
value returned for the root node is then the total WCET.
Despite being relatively easy to implement and understand,
the tree-based algorithm has fallen out of favor in WCET research. It suffers from certain drawbacks, such as a susceptibility to the “false path” (or “infeasible path”) problem, in which
data dependencies between two if statements can fool the
algorithm into computing an overly pessimistic WCET [40].
In contrast, IPET can eliminate a false path by adding a single
constraint to its ILP formulation.
But tree-based algorithms have a benefit that is not so commonly recognized: raw speed. The complexity of a recursive
descent to determine WCET is θ(n), where n is the number
of nodes in the control flow tree. This processing cost of θ(n)
does not include the false-path analysis, i.e., flow information
like loop iteration bounds have to be given as code annotations.
However, this linear running time is clearly superior to the
exponential complexity of IPET. It has the potential to reduce
the longest path search to just a few seconds, making analysis
of real-time software happen in real time.
The challenge, then, is to modify the tree-based technique
so that its accuracy is on a par with comparable ILP-based
techniques. For example, the extension of the tree-based
technique for nested loops has been proposed by Colin and
Puaut [41]. In future work we plan to extend our simple treebased calculation to detect and eliminate false paths, which
will provide a user-selectable tradeoff between speed and
accuracy, still faster than ILP-based calculation. Furthermore,
we think of combining tree-based calculation with clustered
IPET-based calculation [42], which is applicable to the local
scopes of flow information. As Volta supports both analysis
methods, this extension shall be straightforward.
C. An Example from JOP’s Dual-Method Instruction Cache
Regrettably, improving the accuracy of tree-based techniques is far from trivial. Handling any kind of dependency
across siblings in the control flow tree is difficult due to the
nature of tree traversal, which restricts the scope of each step
to a locality of nodes. With sufficient effort, though, solving
this tricky situation is still possible. Colin [43], for instance,
describes how a tree-based algorithm can resolve the false path
problem.
As further evidence that a tree-based technique can be as
accurate as its IPET counterpart, at least for certain code
structures, consider the instruction cache implemented in the

JOP. Instead of a traditional block-based cache, JOP’s cache
is method-based [44]; it always stores complete Java methods.
It fills only on an invoke or a return instruction, meaning
that all other instructions are a guaranteed cache hit. JOP can
be configured to store more than one method at a time. For
example, a dual method cache stores two methods at once
using a least-recently used replacement strategy.
While this dual method cache improves performance, it also
complicates WCET analysis. Whether a method invocation is
a hit or miss depends not only on the structure of the program
but on the input data, as well. For certain code structures,
however, the hit ratio can be determined without regard to
input. For example, an invocation of a single method within
a loop is always a hit if the cache can hold two methods
simultaneously.
Schoeberl and Pedersen used this observation to modify
IPET to support dual method cache architectures [45]. They
simply search the CFG for method invocations that are a)
leaf methods—that is, methods that do not invoke any other
method—and b) the only invocation within a loop. For the
dual-method cache, this particular code structure ensures that
all invocations and returns of the leaf method are cache hits
(except of course for the first loop iteration). Accounting for
this special case of an improved hit frequency only requires
adding a small set of new constraints—one set for each
conforming leaf node—to the original ILP formulation.
D. Improving the Accuracy of Tree-based Cache Analysis
The intent of this section is to show an example of how
the tree-based approach can be refined and extended so that it
can produce WCET estimates that are not only as accurate as
IPET but far faster as well, at least for certain code structures.
One way to achieve this result is with a novel two-pass variation of the standard tree-based approach. When the algorithm
first encounters a loop, it treats any method invocation in this
first pass as a cache miss. Next, the algorithm must correct
this initial WCET estimate to account for method invocations
that are known to be cache hits (e.g., leaf methods). To do so,
it merely performs a second pass over the loop body to search
for these particular invocations and, when one is found, it adds
the incorrect miss penalty—that is, the number of cycles that
would be spent servicing the cache miss—to a running total.
(The algorithm refers to these penalties as “gain times” rather
than penalties because in this context they have a beneficial
impact: They restore the time that was lost due to the overly
conservative cache miss assumption of the first pass.) Finally,
this sum is subtracted from the original estimate to arrive at
the final WCET value for the loop.
Fig. 6 provides a pseudocode listing of this approach.
Note that the second pass occurs in the getGainTime method,
where the search for known cache hits occurs. The actual
determination of cache hits is implicit in the “number of cache
hits of the invocation” statement. Determining this number
requires checking whether the invocation is a leaf method.
If it is, the number of cache hits will equal the loop bound
minus one.
Even with its additional support for cache analysis, the twopass variation retains the θ(n) complexity of the original,
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b a s i c b l o c k ( assumes a l l i n v o c a t i o n s are cache misses )

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

getGainTime ( node )
gainTime = 0
f o r a l l c h i l d r e n o f node
i f t h e c h i l d c o n t a i n s a method i n v o c a t i o n
gainTime += number o f cache h i t s o f t h e i n v o c a t i o n ∗
cache miss p e n a l t y
r e t u r n gainTime

Fig. 6. The standard recursive descent algorithm in tree-based analysis cannot
account for method invocations because method cache hits are not constant
across loop iterations. A two-pass variation of the algorithm, shown here in
pseudocode, solves this problem.

where n is the number of nodes in the control flow tree.
An informal proof is as follows: First, assume that the getGainTime method is not present. Without it, the getTotalWCET
method is a simple recursive descent of the tree, touching every
node exactly once for a complexity of θ(n). Now consider
the presence of getGainTime. This method is invoked on
every loop and visits all of the loop’s child nodes a second
time. (The conditional on line 17 ensures that, in the case
of nested loops, the nodes are revisited no more than once.)
Even if every node in the control flow tree were a loop, the
additional complexity of getGainTime would be θ(n). The
total complexity of getTotalWCET for the two passes is then
θ(n + n), or θ(n). The algorithm therefore exhibits linear
running time, as empirical evidence in Fig. 9 will corroborate.
E. Qualitative Analysis
To clarify, this tree-based alternative is no panacea. The
algorithm presented here improves WCET accuracy only for
the dual-method cache architecture and only for certain code
patterns. Other kinds of architectures and patterns would
require additional work to devise new algorithms that enhance
the accuracy of the canonical tree-based approach without
sacrificing its speed. This requires more development effort
than IPET on the part of WCET tool authors, but such
is the trade-off: Tree-based approaches are fast but make

Fig. 7. This matrix offers a qualitative comparison of certain aspects of
WCET analysis, showing approximately where they lie on the spectra of
runtime complexity (faster vs. slower) and difficulty of implementation.

high accuracy difficult to achieve, while IPET is slower but
increasing accuracy is comparatively simpler. For the purpose
of interactive analysis, however, the extra effort of the treebased approach is justified.
Fig. 7 provides a visual perspective on these trade-offs.
The matrix shows the location of various aspects of WCET
analysis on the orthogonal spectra of runtime complexity and
difficulty of implementation. For example, the longest path
search of a control flow tree is relatively easy to implement
and executes very quickly, and therefore it lies in the topright quadrant of the matrix. By comparison, the longest path
search of a control flow graph is approximately as easy to
implement but requires far more time to execute, and therefore
it lies in the bottom-right quadrant. (Note that this is merely
a qualitative comparison meant to illustrate the relationships
between certain aspects of WCET analysis.)
An ideal WCET tool would have all of its aspects in the
top quadrants (making it suitably fast for interactivity), so we
are faced with two choices: 1) Devote the effort needed to
implement infeasible path handling, cache analysis, etc. for
the tree technique, or 2) make the longest path search of IPET
fast. The latter option means fighting an NP-hard problem,
however. Therefore, we conclude that the former option is
more tractable and more promising.
Here we also have to say that we do not consider the
problem of calculating flow information automatically. While
there are approaches to find many false-path constraints automatically [46], [47], they have a quite considerable running
time. For the smooth interactivity of WCET analysis we
assume that program updates since the last derivation of flow
information have not invalidated them. Of course, whenever
flow information is invalidated, flow information has to be
updated (manually or automatically by a tool).
V. C LEPSYDRA : A N I NTERACTIVE A NALYSIS T OOL
To test the performance and accuracy of the two-pass tree
technique, a worst-case execution time analyzer called Clep-
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Fig. 8. This flow chart illustrates how the Cascade and Clepsydra tools
work together to provide interactive WCET analysis with back-annotation,
represented in the figure by a dotted line.

sydra is part of the Volta tool suite. Built on top of Cascade,
it was designed with the goals of interactive analysis in mind:
fast response times, tight integration with development tools,
and a mapping of analysis results to source code.
Fig. 8 provides an overview of how Clepsydra combines
all of these goals into a single coherent process. The analysis begins when the developer supplies a Java source file,
which is immediately fed into a custom Java compiler that
supports WCET annotations [48]. Cascade then reconstructs
the bytecode output of this compiler into an analysis-friendly
control flow graph or tree. Finally, Clepsydra performs the
actual analysis and produces worst-case timing values, or
back-annotations, for every statement and compound structure
in the decompiled source code. The dotted line in the figure
represents the data flow of back-annotations from Clepsydra’s
analysis results to the source code.
To present the back-annotations in a suitable user interface,
Clepsydra includes an example of an editor plugin, a screenshot of which appeared in Fig. 4. This particular example is
based on the programmer’s editor jEdit, but the approach can
be adapted for any editor that allows the contents of its window
to be decorated by a plugin. A ready-to-use implementation
can be found in the Volta distribution. It is the first instance
of interactive integration of WCET back-annotations in a
programming environment.
A. Performance Benchmarks
Given that raw speed is a fundamental requirement of
interactive analysis, the performance of Clepsydra is key.
Constructing control flow data structures and analyzing them

Longest path search (hours)

15

Java source
(.java file)

Clepsydra (tree technique)
WCA (IPET)
Clepsydra (IPET)

10

5
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3

4
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6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14

Call stack height
Fig. 9. This graph compares the running time of the longest path search for
the two-pass tree technique and IPET (Clepsydra and WCA implementations).

quickly has a direct impact on the user’s perceived quality of
the interaction. Therefore, these tasks must be fast enough to
analyze the program as it is written.
To show that tree-based techniques offer superior performance over IPET, making them ideal for interactive analysis,
a deliberately simple test program was devised. It consists of a
series of identically structured functions, where each function
has a cyclomatic complexity of three. (For the complete source
code, refer to the Volta distribution.) This code pattern yields a
steadily increasing call stack that mimics the large call stacks
that commonly occur in object-oriented programs.
Fig. 9 shows the time needed for the actual WCET for each
of these functions in turn. For example, the fifth measurement
along the horizontal axis has as its entry point the fifth function
in the program (which calls the fourth function, and so on). All
tests were conducted on a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine
running Java 1.6.0. In the graph, “tree technique” refers to the
two-pass variation described in Section IV-D, while “IPET”
refers to an ILP-based implementation that relies on lp solve6
to perform the actual equation solving.
To eliminate the ILP solver implementation as a variable
in this experiment, the same measurements were also taken
using an alternative implementation called GLPK,7 but the
performance differences were found to be negligible. To eliminate the IPET implementation as a variable in this experiment,
the same measurements were also taken using WCA [49], the
WCET analysis tool that ships with the JOP distribution. WCA
supports IPET and model checking based WCET analysis, not
the tree technique. The WCA was developed independently of
Volta and acts as an external “control group” to verify that
any sluggishness measured in IPET is not merely the result of
a poor implementation in Clepsydra.
Note that WCA is somewhat faster than Clepsydra’s IPET
due to differences in the control flow graph structure of the two
implementations. Cascade splits each basic block according to
its representative source code statements. (This is necessary
for the back-annotation shown in Fig. 4.) For example, two
6 http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/
7 http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/
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Fig. 10. These numbers represent Clepsydra’s pessimism ratio for a variety
of WCET benchmarks. The ratio in each case compares the WCET predicted
by Clepsydra to the true WCET measured in hardware. For comparison, the
figure also shows the benchmarks of the WCA tool, which were identical to
Clepsydra’s in every instance.

successive variable increment statements, such as i++, would
appear in WCA’s CFG as a single node and in Cascade’s as
two nodes. While this does not affect the correctness of the
algorithm, it does slow down the ILP computation due to the
extra constraint variables.
As shown in the graph, all techniques perform well early on,
but starting with function #11 IPET begins to falter. When the
call stack height reaches 14, IPET requires over five hours to
compute its result, while the tree-based alternative completes
in 1.6 seconds. The tree method is thus the best choice for
interactive analysis, even with the overhead of method cache
support.
B. Accuracy Benchmarks
Of course, speed is not the only factor. The tightness,
or accuracy, of the WCET estimation is still a concern. To
evaluate the accuracy of Clepsydra, a set of fifteen WCET
benchmark programs was created. It is based on a similar
suite of benchmarks from the Mälardalen Real-Time Research
Center [50]. Provided in the Volta distribution under a public
domain license, it is intended to serve as a de facto standard
for evaluating any Java-based WCET analysis tool.
Fig. 10 shows the results of running these benchmarks on
Clepsydra. The algorithm was then executed on a physical
JOP (implemented in hardware on an Altera Cyclone FPGA)
with input data that triggers worst-case performance, and
the running time was measured with clock-cycle accuracy.
Finally, this running time was recorded as the true WCET8
and compared to Clepsydra’s prediction as a simple pessimism
ratio: pessimism = predicted−true
true
The results vary widely. Discrete Cosine Transform, Fibonacci, Matrix Count, and Matrix Multiplication exhibit the
ideal behavior of 0% pessimism because they are simple loops.
The Select Smallest benchmark, a complex piece of code
with many nested conditionals and loops, fared the worst at
8 Strictly speaking, the true WCET of an arbitrary program cannot be known.
However, the algorithms of Fig. 10 are either simple enough or well-enough
understood that direct measurement can find the true WCET by supplying the
appropriate input data.

more than 700% pessimism. (That is, the time predicted by
Clepsydra was about eight times larger than the actual worstcase time.)
The poor pessimism for some of these benchmarks is in part
by design. They are intended to stress typical weaknesses that
often afflict WCET analyzers. The Janne Complex benchmark,
for example, has an inner loop whose maximum number of
iterations depends heavily on the outer loop’s current iteration
number. Structural analyzers that ignore data flow, such as
Clepsydra, suffer from this behavior.
Overall, the largest increase in pessimism was often observed to be a result of ineffective loop bound annotations.
The Insertion Sort and Quicksort benchmarks in particular
expose this problem; they also contain inner loops whose
bounds depend on the outer loop’s state. The loop bound
annotation mechanism currently supplied with Clepsydra can
only specify constant bounds, leading to overly conservative
estimates. Future work will focus on adding a more expressive
annotation language. Nevertheless, for the benchmarks that
represent numerical computations typically found in real-time
systems, such as the matrix and DCT benchmarks, the bounds
are quite tight.
It should also be noted that for every one of these benchmarks, the accuracy of the two-pass algorithm was identical, as
intended, to Schoeberl’s and Pedersen’s IPET implementation.
This result reinforces the claim of Section IV-B that treebased analysis algorithms can offer extraordinary increases in
performance while maintaining reasonable accuracy.
VI. R ELATED WORK
One of the earliest attempts at interactive analysis came
in 1996 when Ko et al. developed a graphical interface for
a WCET tool [51]. The interface allowed the user to select
a specific portion of source code for analysis, and the tool
would then return the WCET of the selection. The primary
innovation in this work was to allow specification and presentation of timing predictions at the source code level while
retaining the accuracy of low-level analysis. Back-annotation
was not provided, however, and there was no investigation
into the speed of analysis. Another prototype for an integrated
development environment came from Ribeiro et al. [52]. The
aim was to provide continuity in a real-time software project
through the phases of implementation, debugging, and testing.
A novel feature in the environment was a graphical display of
control flow showing each source code element’s contribution
to the total WCET. This was one of the very first realizations of
back-annotation, although the data was displayed in a separate
window and was not integrated into an interactive source code
editor. There was also no mention of the speed at which the
graphic could be generated.
A step closer toward true back-annotation arrived as a sideeffect of Kirner’s study of optimizing compilers in the context
of WCET analysis [53]. He created a prototype tool chain
to display WCET calculations as static back-annotations into
source code. Kirner et al. also developed true back-annotation
of WCET results into the modeling environments of MATLAB
and Simulink [54], but the WCET calculation method relied
on IPET and was too slow for interactive analysis.
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From the Java domain, the popular Real-time Specification
for Java (RTSJ) [55] has no provisions for WCET analysis.
Cost measurement and enforcement (defined in the ReleaseParameters class) is strictly an optional facility for RTSJ
implementations. However, the year before RTSJ’s release,
a research prototype called Skånerost explored interactive
analysis in a Java environment [56]. The tool combined WCET
analysis and compilation to provide frequent feedback to
the programmer, updating continuously as the source code
changes. Skånerost made no attempt at back-annotation and
presented analysis results as raw bytecode instructions.
Among commercial WCET analysis tools, RapiTime [57] is
the only product to offer a feature that comes close to backannotation. The tool is able to color-code the worst-case path
in the source code. The information does not include the actual
numeric worst-case times, however, and the color-coding is
displayed as part of a static, read-only report.
It is also worth mentioning that our approach of backannotated timing analysis results may not be only useful for the
development of real-time system, but helps for performance
optimization as well. There are many other applications of
program analysis back-annotation via an editor plugin to
give the developer feedback about the program. For example,
Fauster et al. has developed a plugin to highlight input-data
dependent program code in order to show variable control
flow [58].
VII. C ONCLUSION
The WCET research community has largely failed to address certain needs of real-time practitioners. The vast majority
of analysis techniques are concerned only with obtaining a
tight and accurate bound. There has been little attention on
other features that industry desires, such as finding a rough but
adequate WCET estimate very quickly, then back-annotating
those results into the source code. As a result, it is easier
to find reports of unsuccessful attempts at moving real-time
systems theory outside of the academic environment [59].
We have therefore developed an interactive approach to
WCET analysis that provides the developer with nearly instantaneous WCET feedback, starting when the first line of code
is written. The interesting question addressed in this paper is
how to make this approach work in practice, given that current
techniques for WCET calculation, such as IPET, are too slow
for instantaneous feedback. Our strategy was to resurrect the
tree-based approach, which had been superseded due to its
inflexibility when specifying flow information or modeling
context-specific instruction timing. However, it remains significantly faster than any IPET-based approach and is thus
suitable for interactive analysis. We have further shown that
it is flexible enough to accurately model complex hardware
features such as a method-based cache.
In this paper we also presented a practical WCET analysis
framework for the research processor JOP. Based on our
experience with this tool suite, we conclude that choosing
the right trade-offs at the software level allows fast and
interactive WCET analysis with reasonable accuracy, even on
a pipelined caching processor. Inherently connected with this

approach, however, are the relatively high overestimations in
the event of complex control flow. Despite this drawback,
bringing interactive feedback of WCET information to the
early implementation stages is a necessary improvement for
making WCET analysis more practical to system developers.
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